If you get all of your information about COVID-19 from government leaders and the news, then you’re not
getting the whole story. Key people in the CV-19 narrative are proclaiming the truth, but government leaders
and the media are either not telling you their perspective or they’re dismissing them as crazy conspiracy
theorists. Read what these people have declared, watch the videos from doctors and judge for yourself.
Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of mRNA vaccine technology which is being used in the CV-19 vaccines, says
that the CV-19 spike protein is cytotoxic and very dangerous. Cytotoxic refers to a substance or process which
results in cell damage or cell death. A regular vaccine has a spike protein to supposedly help your body build
immunity. The mRNA CV-19 vaccines cause your body to continuously create spike proteins, which may lead
to an autoimmune disorder. There are no long-term studies proving that it doesn't affect fertility, trigger
autoimmune disorders, cause damage to organs or cause cancer. Is the media telling you his perspective? No!
Kary B. Mullis, who developed the PCR test which is being used as the CV-19 test, said that it’s not valid for
determining if a person has CV-19 or any virus. “PCR doesn't tell you that you're sick, and it doesn't tell you
that the thing you ended up with (like CV-19), really was going to hurt you." If you run the test enough times, it
magnifies the sample so much that it will determine a positive. The CDC controls how many times the sample
is run; thus, they control the number of positives. This is why people test positive when they’re not sick. Is the
media telling you his perspective? No! Kary mysteriously died in 2019, conveniently eliminating his witness.
Dr. Michael Yeadon, former VP and Chief Scientific Officer for Allergy & Respiratory Research at Pfizer
Pharmaceutical, declares that the CV-19 pandemic is a fraud. He says that “masks are useless, distancing is
absurd, PCR tests are meaningless, quarantining healthy people is stupid, variants of virus strains are no
threat, and CV-19 vaccines should be rejected.” Is the media telling you his perspective? No!
The CDC is deceiving people about CV-19 numbers. The CDC shows that only 6% of those who are tagged as
‘CV-19’ deaths died from CV-19 flu. The other 94% died from heart attacks, heart disease, sepsis, cancer, etc.
Before CV-19, tens of millions of flu cases with 35-50k people dying from complications occurred yearly in the
US, but those numbers have disappeared on CDC reports and are reassigned as CV-19 to inflate their numbers.
The vaccine manufacturers state that the COVID-19 vaccines do not prevent COVID. They may reduce
symptoms, but they don’t prevent infection, prevent transmission, or reduce mortality. Since they don’t
prevent COVID, why would you inject an experimental vaccine that modifies your RNA, into your body?
The CDC Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) shows there have been over ten thousand CV-19
vaccine-related deaths and hundreds of thousands of injuries. Most incidences are not being reported to
VAERS, so the actual deaths and injuries are estimated to be tenfold. Is the media telling you about this? No!
Our leaders tell us that the vaccine is ‘safe and effective’ but these news headlines prove they’re deceiving
us. NBC Boston 10: 79 people dead, 303 hospitalized in Mass, even though they were fully vaccinated. FOX
Nashville 17: 27 fully vaccinated people have died in Tennessee. NBC Chicago 5: 169 dead, 644 hospitalized in
Illinois, after they were fully vaccinated. Bridge Michigan: 246 infected, 3 dead from COVID-19 despite being
vaccinated. FOX News: COVID-19 infects about 100 vaccinated crewmembers on the HMS Queen Elizabeth.
You can Google those headlines to validate that they’re legit.
A new study reveals that natural immunity offers approximately 13 times better protection against the
"Delta" variant than vaccine-induced immunity. This means that it’s better to risk getting CV-19, which has a
99.7% recovery rate, so that your body builds up natural immunity; than it is to get the vaccine and risk death
or major health issues like inflammation of the heart.

There was no real pandemic in 2020, but now the vaccinated are continually generating mRNA spike
proteins and shedding them, which is causing a massive upswing in health issues and deaths in vaccinated
and unvaccinated people. Janci Lindsay, Ph.D, a Managing Director of Toxicology & Molecular Biology says,
“To be clear scientifically, it is the vaccinated NOT the unvaccinated spreading the mutant variants (like Delta).
There is a clearly defined mechanistic pathway for the vaccinated creating variants.”
They’ve brainwashed people with fear messages. The nonstop media coverage fills people’s minds with
anxiety, to coerce them into getting the vaccine and to attack those who don’t. They cause people to deem
truthers as the enemy of mankind, when it’s the very opposite. They’ve taken the narrative of ‘wear a mask
for 14 days to flatten the curve,’ to now demanding vaccination for employment, travel, etc. The real
‘conspiracy theorists’ are those who blindly believe that their government and the media are trustworthy.
In a real pandemic, doctors are not censored for voicing concerns about the CV-19 vaccine. But that is what
is taking place on YouTube, Facebook and websites. Instead of watching tele-lie-vision, you should be listening
to these doctors who seek to protect your health. You can listen to Dr. Carrie Madej, Dr. Sherri Tenpenny, Dr.
Richard Fleming, Dr. Lee Merritt, Dr. Richard Bartlett and Dr. Simone Gold @ covid.daystar.com
The FDA approval of the Pfizer vaccine doesn’t mean that it’s safe. The FDA has approved many drugs that it
later took off the market because years later they found that it causes death, such as Vioxx which caused
60,000 people to die and more to have heart attacks. Aspartame and Red Dye #40 cause cancer and are still
being sold. RoundUp causes cancer. Fentanyl and opiods cause 50,000 deaths every year.
Our leaders and the media are deceiving people by hiding natural remedies. Zinc combined with Quercetin
and/or Olive Leaf Extract helps get zinc inside the infected cells to destroy the virus. Why isn’t the CDC
providing these relatively low-cost remedies to everyone during a supposed pandemic?
They tell us to ‘trust the science,’ but they’ve manipulated the numbers, withheld data, censored doctors for
voicing concerns about the vaccine, hid effective natural remedies, and lied by saying that the CV-19 vaccine is
safe and effective. That’s not science, that’s an agenda.
The COVID-19 narrative is a vehicle which the ‘great men of the earth’ are using to reset society, to cause
countries and people to be under their control. It’s a power grab by a small group of elite people. Movies like
James Bond pointed to evil people trying to control the world, but it’s a ‘conspiracy theory’ to believe that is a
reality. Look up the book COVID-19: The Great Reset, published in June 2020; to see their plan.
The Great Reset is the name of the June 2020 50th annual meeting of the World Economic Forum (WEF).
The World Economic Forum website has an extremely complex agenda which they planned long before 2020.
During what is called the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the ‘great men of the earth’ will reap massive profits
while gutting the middle class and small business owners. They’re reshaping the world so that nations are
subservient to a global entity, under the guise of working for the greater good of humanity. This will cause
people to become more reliant on government assistance so that they can control them via socialism.
In 1961, Aldous Huxley foretold, "There will be in the next generation or so, a pharmacological method of
making people love their servitude and producing dictatorship without tears so to speak. Producing a kind of
painless concentration camp for entire societies so that people will in fact have their liberties taken away from
them, but will rather enjoy it, because they will be distracted from any desire to rebel by propaganda, or
brainwashing enhanced by pharmacological methods. And this seems to be the final revolution."
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